Summary
Many entities, both public and private, require large amounts of analytical data to pinpoint
the optimal areas to build infrastructure, determine rebate programs, and ensure
environmental protection. Through the rise of satellite imagery, with terabytes of imagery
collected each day, utilizing spatial imagery gives another source of data for entities to use.
With such a high amount of data, it’s quite laborious to manually analyze each image and
gain insights on land cover. In order to quickly and accurately analyze large amounts of data
to get land cover insights, I used deep learning methods in order to classify, pixel by pixel,
satellite imagery. Through a publicly available dataset of 2,135 512x512 RGB satellite images
of Poland, I used deep learning methods within a U-Net architecture to semantically
segment each image, determining whether each pixel represents a building, part of forestry,
water, or roadways. This U-Net variety of Convolutional Layers to encode the image. Later,
the U-Net uses skip connections provided by the encoder to decode the image into
semantically segmented outputs. As a result, this model reaches an accuracy rate of 90.1%
when predicting the composition of an image in terms of four classes: buildings, forestry,
water, or background. The model accurately predicts woodland landcover at 86.1%,
buildings at 24.7%, bodies of water at 80.2%, and roads at 61.0%. Further expansion of this
project would include expanding the classes analyzed, range of bands (NDVI, Infrared, etc.)
to increase the usability of the architecture on more sophisticated satellite imagery. Other
methodology, such as class weights, sample weights, image augmentation, and others would
be implemented to equilibrate the data bias of classes.

Conducting Semantic Segmentation on Landcover
Satellite Imagery through U-Net Architectures
U-NET Architecture for 256x256 Land Cover Images

The implementation of and development of modern infrastructure continuously
involves competition, precision, intelligent planning, and so forth. Political
attention, demonstrated through President Biden’s Build Back Better bill,
demonstrates increasing government focus on large-scale engineering upgrades
through the country. The UN states, through Sustainable Development Goal 9, that
reliant infrastructure is needed to foster innovation and improve quality of life.
Whilst building infrastructure includes a plethora of methods, determining where
and how to build infrastructure. With over a terabyte of satellite imagery produced
through over 150 orbiting satellites, satellite imagery poses a powerful tool to
understand land cover to aid infrastructure building [1]. However, with such grand
amounts of data, the task to understand data through so many images proves
tedious. This project proposes to provide an automated, relatively accurate method
of analyzing satellite imagery to provide data insights on land cover. This project
will propose a method using deep learning in order to derive such insights, in the
form of computer vision via semantic segmentation. Because deep learning
accuracy can never be too high, as it alludes to overfitting of the model to the data,
an accuracy rating of 100% would be a failure. In addition, due to lack of
computational power available, running models of high-complexity is impossible.
Thus, an accuracy rating above 90% would lead to plausible effectivity of a simple
model’s ability to predict land cover. In terms of intersection-over-union accuracy
calculation (how much predicted segmented areas overlap with ground-truth
segmented areas), the bias in data availability will likely contribute to different
classes having higher IoU accuracy over others. 57.6% of labels are woodlands.
1.1% of labels are buildings. 34.6% of labels are of water. 6.7% of labels are
roadways. Due to this variation in classes and training, I expect much higher
accuracy of IoU for background and woodlands (>80%) than the other two labels.

In terms of materials, this study
Data – Source and Processing
utilized various python packages and
firmware. Jupyter Notebooks ran on an Intel i5 CPU, using NumPy, OpenCV,
Tensorflow, Keras, and Matplotlib through Python3. The data for this project was
acquired in the form of 10,678 512x512x3 JPG images, and 10,678 512x512 PNG
labeled images from LandCover.Ai [2]. Training images had pixel resolution 25-50
CM per pixel. Each image was manually annotated by the dataset creators. These
images included aerial photographs of Poland, with labels consisting of 57.6%
woodland, 1.1% of buildings, 34.6% of water, and 6.7% of roadways. In order to
reduce strain on my hardware, I decreased the dataset size to 2,135 images. I used
various methods to normalize my input and test data to improve model quality.
Using OpenCV, I normalized the data values of each pixel, thus reducing the depth
of each image to one rather than three [3]. Furthermore, I utilized Scikit-learn to
preprocess the labels [4]. This process converted each the training labels into
float64s rather than uInt8s. Data was split into 90 / 10 for train and test. Figure 1
and Figure 2 illustrate post-processed training images and labels.
Figure 1: Postprocessed sample
training image
(left)) and label of
image (right).
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After the first trial’s weaker results, I ran another trial with many more
images to train on. Building off of the previous 3,200 images used for
training, I ran an additional 40 epochs using 97 images each, leading to a net
total of 7,080 images used for training and a trial independent amount of
3,880 images used for training. After training, the model had an accuracy of
90.1% accuracy. In terms of IoU accuracy, the model predicts woodland
landcover at 86.1% accuracy, buildings at 24.7% accuracy, bodies of water at
80.2% accuracy, and roads at 61.0% accuracy. As demonstrated by Figure 6,
after a cumulative 7,080 images used for training, the model no longer
improves on validation accuracy and is therefore fully trained.
Figure 6 (Right): Graph of final 5 epochs
of Training and Validation
accuracy demonstrating little change.
Figure 7 (Below): Example of Test
Image, Testing Label, and Prediction in
last trial run.
Figure 8 (Bottom): Example of Test
Image, Testing Label, and Prediction in
last trial run.
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Figure 2: Post-processed sample training
image and label image.

This model utilizes the U-Net Architecture [5].
As the goal of the project is to use semantic
segmentation, the process of predicting which class each pixel represents and thus
classifying areas of an image, I chose the U-Net Architecture due to it’s superiority over the
previously-used Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) [6]. FCNs lack ability to retain location
information in comparison to U-Net Architectures. This model works as most U-Net models,
through an encoder and decoder. The encoder acts like typical Convolutional Neural
Networks. The convolutional layer convolutes the image vector, and through deeper and
deeper layers features become extracted. Within this model, much of the same action
occurs. The encoding process runs the input images through five key contracting processes.
All Conv2d filters are of a (3,3) shape, followed by a Rectified Linear Unit activation function
to set negative values to 0. Dropout layers, layers used to reset certain input units to
prevent overfitting, increase in set frequency as the convolutional layers deepen. Dropout
layers have a rate of 0.1 for early convolutional blocks while deeper convolutional blocks
have a rate of 0.3. After a convolutional layer, dropout later, and additional convolutional
layer, the model implements a MaxPool layer (2,2) to increase input depth and extenuate
processed features. The decoding process works similar to FCNs with the exception of skip
connections. In the decoding process of this model, I utilize Convolution Transpose layers
(2,2) to increase the resolution of the image. I also implement a convolutional layer, dropout
layer, and convolutional layer in each respective decoding process. Following U-Net
Architecture, I implemented skip connections to recover the location information within the
image. At the end of each encoding process, I retained the image’s convoluted information,
as demonstrated through the highlighted blocks with Figure 2. Then, when following the
decoding process, I used a concatenating layer to concatenate the Conv2dTranspose result
with the retained convoluted image from the corresponding encoding process. Through this
process, the semantically segmented areas better retain spatial resolution throughout the
model. This model outputs an image of size (256x256x4), due to 4 classes to be predicted.
Each output is processed through the activation function of SoftMax, thus calculating a
confidence value per class for each individual image. In terms of backpropagation, the
model uses a categorical cross entropy loss in combination with an ‘adam’ optimizer.

Model – U-Net and Loss

Model Trials and Results
When training the model, I first used a
smaller training set size of 50 epochs
running through a batch size of 64,
running through a total of 3,200 training
images. As shown by Figure 3, the training
and validation loss have not diverged
harshly enough to declare the model fullytrained. This model reached 81.2% overall
accuracy. However, as shown by Figure 4
and 5, less represented classes such as
buildings were poorly predicted whilst
commonly predicted classes such as
woodlands were much more accurate

Figure 3: Training and Validation loss
over 50 epochs in first trial run.

Figure 4: Example of Test
Image, Testing Label, and
Prediction in first trial
run. Green labels indicate
buildings. Blue Indicates
woodland

Figure 5: Example of
Test Image, Testing
Label, and Prediction
in first trial run. Blue
Indicates woodland

Conclusions and Future Work
Through this model, I was able to demonstrate an automated process capable of analyzing
satellite imagery to classify land cover with a 90.1% accuracy. Due to the simplicity of this
model, accuracy measurements demonstrate a success in terms of classifying land cover.
This project demonstrates the possibility and validity for satellite imagery to be processed
in large-scales with relative effectivity and accuracy. The model’s outputs clearly
demonstrate higher accuracy for more frequent classes, such as woodlands and water,
rather than less frequent classes, such as roads and buildings. In future work, this model
could be improved through utilizing techniques such as class weights or sample weights.
These weights would bias training towards less apparent classes, thus improving the
accuracy for this individual components. In addition to this, utilizing satellite imagery with
more bands than Red, Green, and Blue would provide more data to input within the model
and likely a higher accuracy rate in classifying. In addition to this, a project with more
obscure classes, such a crop type analyzing, solar panel usage, or more could be conducted
using a similar U-Net model through semantic segmentation.
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